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after the game's release, fallout: new vegas received critical acclaim and commercial success. it
received "universal acclaim" from the game review aggregator metacritic, which gave it a score of
92/100, and it was nominated for several video game awards. the game has sold over 12 million

copies. in the game, the player assumes the role of the courier. the courier is a courier, a person who
transports goods and people across the wasteland. in the game, the courier is hired to retrieve a

briefcase of cash, dubbed the "ulysses contract," that was stolen from the ncr by the former mayor
of new vegas, caesar. the player then begins to search for the people who stole the contract and

reclaim the money. the game is set in a post-apocalyptic nevada, california, arizona and utah, and
players assume the role of the courier. the courier is a courier, a person who transports goods and

people across the wasteland. in the game, the courier is hired to retrieve a briefcase of cash, dubbed
the "ulysses contract," that was stolen from the ncr by the former mayor of new vegas, caesar. the
player then begins to search for the people who stole the contract and reclaim the money. fallout:
new vegas saw the return of several prominent fallout series writers. such as chris avellone, who
wrote the fallout: new vegas prequel old world blues and the fallout 4 expansion, bethesda game

studios's community manager, pete hines, who penned the fallout 3 expansion operation:
anchorage, and obsidian entertainment's josh sawyer who provided the fallout: new vegas script.
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Following the announcement of the layoffs, Fallout:
New Vegas september release date was pushed to

autumn and new vegas update was released on
November 2. Patch 1.2 delayed the release date to
November 11. Following this update, the game was

released in France on February 16, 2020. In February,
the studio released a patch to patch 1.2. In May, the

patch for 1.2.1 was released, fixing some known
issues, and adding a new fixed camera mode. In

November, the pack for New Vegas "The Forge" was
released, containing a new difficulty mode, a new

enemy faction called the Blood Money, an alternate
take on the original Nukapedia encyclopedia entries,
and a set of new achievement, armor and weapon
types. In November 28, the new update "Rooftops"

was released, adding a new raid, new raids and
achievements, new quests, new structures, new loot,
new monsters, new special abilities, new skills, new
weapons, and much more. In December 9, the DLC

was released in Japanese with patch 1.2.3 to fix some
known issues, and releasing new content, called New
Vegas Altered Reality mode. In the same day, it was

released in English with patch 1.2.2 to fix some known
issues. In January 10, the new DLC "Phoenix Downs"
was released, with new content in the form of New

Vegas War and Conflict, New Vegas NOVA, new
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research points, it added two new weapons for every
faction, each with a different special ability, and a new
structure, among much more. In January 20, the new

DLC "Dead Money" was released. It is set after Phoenix
Downs, and stars the Blood Money faction. In the same

day, the new DLC "Welcome to the Courier" was
released, adding a new character, named Alenko. In

the same day, the new DLC "Promethean Works" was
released, adding a new faction, The Lone Wolves. In
February 21, the new DLC "Dead as a Doornail" was

released. It is set after "Dead Money" and "Welcome to
the Courier," and stars the Lone Wolves faction. In

March 21, the new DLC "Mech City" was released. It is
set after "Dead as a Doornail" and "Promethean

Works," and stars the Lone Wolves faction. In the
same day, the new DLC "Fester All Day" was released.

It is set after "Mech City" and "Welcome to the
Courier," and stars the Lone Wolves faction. In April,

the new DLC "Lost Legends" was released, with a new
faction, and much more. In the same day, the new DLC

"Shine" was released. It is set after "Fester All Day"
and "Welcome to the Courier," and stars the Lone

Wolves faction. In the same day, the new DLC "Indian
Summer" was released. It is set after "Shine," and

stars the Lone Wolves faction. In April 30, the new DLC
"The Fall of the American Dream" was released. It is

set after "Shine," and stars the Lone Wolves faction. In
June, the new DLC "Cacophony" was released, adding
a new combat system, a new difficulty mode, a new

special ability, it also added a new faction, the
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Brotherhood of Steel. In the same day, the new DLC
"Intervention" was released. It is set after "The Fall of
the American Dream" and "Cacophony," and stars the
Brotherhood of Steel faction. In the same day, the new

DLC "Valley of the Forgotten" was released.
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